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TBL – time for a ‘product recall’
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‘25 Years Ago I Coined the Phrase “Triple Bottom Line.” 

Here’s Why I’m giving Up On It.’
• While there have been successes, our climate, water resources,

oceans, forests, soils and biodiversity are all increasingly
threatened. It is time to either step up — or to get out of the way.

• The TBL wasn’t designed to be just an accounting tool. It was
supposed to provoke deeper thinking about capitalism and its future.

• The bewildering range of options now on offer can provide business

with an alibi for inaction. Worse, we have conspicuously failed to
benchmark progress across these options, on the basis of their real-world

impact and performance.
• Fundamentally, we have a hard-wired cultural problem in business, 

finance and markets. Whereas CEOs, CFOs, and other corporate leaders

move heaven and earth to ensure that they hit their profit targets, the
same is very rarely true of their people and planet targets. Clearly, the

Triple Bottom Line has failed to bury the single bottom line paradigm.
• The focus was on breakthrough change, disruption,

asymmetric growth (with unsustainable sectors actively

sidelined), and the scaling of next-generation
market solutions.

• Hence the need for a “recall.” 

John Elkington,

Volans

Source: https://hbr.org/2018/06/25-years-ago-i-coined-the-phrase-triple-bottom-line-heres-why-im-giving-up-on-it



Enter the r3.0 Work Ecosystem
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• Systemic perspective with nano, micro,

meso and macro level

• Returning to the original concept of

serving the ‘ultimate end’ – wellbeing

• Four Blueprints on

- reporting

- accounting

- data architecture

- new business model design

• A fifth Blueprint as a step-by-step

‘Transformation Journey’

• Addressing all necessary constituencies

needed to drive synchronized change



The r3.0 Blueprint Suite
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Clustering of Sustainable Business Model Literature
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� Integral Business Models
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Eight General Characteristics of Integral Business Models
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Integral Business Model Implementation Methods
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• Governance & Strategy

• Risk & Innovation

• Scenario Analysis & Transition Planning

• Roles & Strategic Leadership



New Business Model Flowchart
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• Incorporates/

applies know-
how of other

Blueprints

• Focuses on 

the design

of ‘integral’
business models

• Enables

scalability and

‘thriveability’

• Supports
Transformation 

Journey Program



Integral Business Model Assessment Template
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Integral Business Models Case Examples
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IT Industry

Textile Industry 

Energy Industry



Welcome to Blueprint 5 – The Transformation Journey Program
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From wanting change – to personal change – to leading change
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JOIN THE r3.0 ACADEMIC ALLIANCE


